Abstract-While many protocols for sensor network security provide confidentiality for the content of messages, contextual information usually remains exposed. Such information can be critical to the mission of the sensor network, such as the location of a target object in a monitoring application, and it is often important to protect this information as well as message content. There have been several recent studies on providing location privacy in sensor networks. However, these existing approaches assume a weak adversary model where the adversary sees only local network traffic. We first argue that a strong adversary model, the global eavesdropper, is often realistic in practice and can defeat existing techniques. We then formalize the location privacy issues under this strong adversary model and show how much communication overhead is needed for achieving a given level of privacy. We also propose two techniques that prevent the leakage of location information: periodic collection and source simulation. Periodic collection provides a high level of location privacy, while source simulation provides trade-offs between privacy, communication cost, and latency. Through analysis and simulation, we demonstrate that the proposed techniques are efficient and effective in protecting location information from the attacker.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) typically comprises a large number of cheap, small, and resource-constrained sensors that are self-organized as an ad-hoc network to interact with and study the physical world. Sensor networks can be used in applications where it is difficult or infeasible to set up wired networks. Examples include target tracking, habitat monitoring, and military surveillance. These applications are subject to a variety of security issues in hostile environments.
Most of the efforts to date in sensor network security have focused on providing classic security services such as confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and availability. While these are critical requirements in many applications, they are not sufficient. The communication patterns of sensors can, by themselves, expose a great deal of contextual information. For example, delivering sensor data to the base station may disclose the locations of some critical events in the field, revealing valuable intelligence.
In hostile environments, it is particularly important to guarantee location privacy; failure to protect location-based information can completely undermine network applications. For example, in military applications, disclosure of the locations of soldiers due to nearby sensors communicating with the base station may allow an opposing force to launch accurate attacks against them.
Providing location privacy in a sensor network is extremely challenging. On the one hand, an adversary can easily intercept the network traffic due to the use of a broadcast medium for routing packets. He can then perform traffic analysis and identify the source node that initiates the communication with the base station. This can reveal the locations of critical and highvalue objects (e.g., soldiers) being monitored by the sensor network. On the other hand, the resource constraints on sensor nodes make it very expensive to apply traditional anonymous communication techniques for hiding the communication from a sensor node to the base station.
A number of privacy-preserving routing techniques have been developed recently for sensor networks. However, these existing solutions can only be used to deal with adversaries who have only a local view of network traffic. A highly motivated adversary can easily eavesdrop on the entire network and defeat all these solutions. For example, the adversary may decide to deploy his own set of sensor nodes to monitor the communication in the target network. This is particularly true in a military or industrial spying context where there are strong incentives to gain as much information as possible from observing the traffic in the target network. Given a global view of the network traffic, the adversary can easily infer the locations of monitored objects. For example, the sensor node that initiates the communication with the base station should be close to the location of the object.
In this paper, we focus on privacy-preserving communication methods in the presence of a global eavesdropper who has a complete view of the network traffic. The contributions in this paper are two-fold.
* We point out that the assumption of a global eavesdropper who can monitor the entire network traffic is realistic for some applications. We also formalize the location privacy issues under this assumption and provide bounds on how much communication overhead is needed to achieve a given level privacy. . We propose two techniques that prevent the leakage of location information: periodic collection and source simulation. These two schemes are both very effective at hiding the source sensors that initiate communication with the base station. We analyze their effectiveness and evaluate their communication overhead in both analysis and simulation. Our two schemes for protecting location privacy have distinct properties that make them suitable for different applications. The periodic collection method ensures a high level of location privacy by making every sensor node periodically generate cover traffic. The source simulation method provides trade-offs between privacy, communication overhead, and latency by simulating the behavior of real objects at multiple places in the field to confuse adversaries. We also show how these two schemes can be integrated together to meet the requirements of multi-application networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews existing algorithms for providing location privacy in sensor networks. Section III presents the network and adversary models. Section IV formalizes the privacy issues and gives the privacy evaluation model. Section V discusses the proposed techniques for location privacy. Section VI evaluates the proposed techniques via simulation study. Section VII concludes this paper and points out some future directions.
II. EXISTING APPROACHES In this section, we describe previously-proposed algorithms for source location privacy in wireless sensor networks. These algorithms were designed to protect real objects in the field from a local eavesdropper by increasing the safety period, which is defined as the number of messages initiated by the current source sensor before the monitored object is traced [6] .
The flooding technique [11] has the source node send out each packet through numerous paths to the base station to make it difficult for an adversary to trace the source. However, the problem is that the base station will still receive packets from the shortest path first. The adversary can thus quickly trace the source node. This method consumes a significant amount of energy without providing much privacy in return.
Kamat et al. describe two techniques for location privacy. First, they propose fake packet generation [6] , which has the base station create fake sources whenever a sender notifies the base station that it has real data to send. These fake senders are away from the real source and approximately at the same distance from the base station as the real sender. Both real and fake senders start generating packets at the same instance. This scheme provides decent privacy against a local eavesdropper. Their other technique is phantom single-path routing, which achieves location privacy by making every packet generated by a source walk a random path before being delivered to the base station. As a result, packets will reach the base station following different paths. This algorithm is quite effective in dealing with a local eavesdropper.
Cyclic entrapment [10] creates looping paths at various places in the sensor network. This will cause a local adversary to follow these loops repeatedly and thereby increase the safety period. Energy consumption and privacy provided by this method will increase as the length of the loops increase.
However, all these existing methods assume that the adversary is a local eavesdropper. If an adversary has the global knowledge of the network traffic, it can easily defeat these schemes. For example, the adversary only needs to identify the sensor node who makes the first move during the communication with the base station. Intuitively, this sensor node should be close to the location of adversaries' interest. In this paper, we will focus on privacy-preserving techniques against a global eavesdropper.
III. NETWORK AND ADVERSARY MODEL Although prior research has attempted to solve location privacy problems for sensor networks, prior attacker models are not strong enough when we consider a well-funded, motivated adversary. In this section, we describe the network and adversary models that we study in this paper.
A. Network Model
Sensor networks are a relatively recent innovation. There are a number of different types of sensor nodes that have been and continue to be developed [5] . These range from very small, inexpensive, and resource-poor sensors such as SmartDust up to PDA-equivalent sensors with ample power and processing capabilities such as Stargate. Applications for networks of these devices include many forms of monitoring, such as environmental and structural monitoring or military and security surveillance.
In this paper, we consider a homogeneous network model. In the homogeneous network model, all of the sensors have roughly the same capabilities, power sources, and expected lifetimes. This is a common network architecture for many applications today and will likely continue to be popular moving forward. It has been well-studied and provides for relatively straightforward analyses in research as well as simple deployment and maintenance in the field.
B. Adversary Model
For the kinds of wireless sensor networks that we envision, we expect highly-motivated and well-funded attackers whose objective is to learn sensitive location-based information. This information can include the location of the events detected by the target sensor network such as the presence of a panda.
The Panda-Hunter example application was introduced in [6] , and we will also use it to help describe and motivate our techniques. In [8] , poachers should be thought of as highly-motivated attackers who could be willing to invest the technical time and money to create efficient ways to track their prey. Similarly, attackers in a military or industrial spying context would have strong, potentially life-or-death, incentives to gain as much information as possible from observing the traffic in system.
In this paper, we consider global eavesdroppers. For a motivated attacker, faster and more effective location identification can be done through eavesdropping on the entire network. While an array of targeted antennae may be possible, a simple way for the attacker to do this would be to deploy his own sensor network to monitor the target network. Note that, at the current price for a BlueRadios SMT Module at $25, the attacker needs only $25,000 to build a network of 1000 nodes [1] . Further, the number of nodes can typically be smaller than the the number of nodes in the target network as they monitor wireless radio signals instead of directly sensing the environment. Thus, for even moderately valuable location information, this can be worth the cost and trouble.
Although such an eavesdropping sensor network would face some system issues in being able to report the precise timing and location of each target network event, we do not believe that these would keep the attacker from learning more approximate data values. This kind of attacker would be able to query his own sensor network to determine the locations of observed communications. He could have appropriate sensors send beacon signals that could then be physically located. He could equip his sensors with GPS to get precise location information, or use localization algorithms that avoid the costs of GPS [9] , [13] .
In any case, it should be feasible to monitor the communication patterns and locations of events in a sensor network via global eavesdropping. An attacker with this capability poses a significant threat to location privacy in these networks, and we therefore focus our attention to this type of attacker.
IV. PRIVACY EVALUATION MODEL
In this section, we formalize the location privacy issues under the global eavesdropper model. In this model, the adversary deploys an attacking network to monitor the sensor activities in the target network. We consider a powerful adversary who can eavesdrop the communication of every sensor node in the target network. Every sensor node i in the target network is an observation point, which produces an observation (i, t, d) whenever it transmits a packet d in the target network at time t. In this paper, we assume that the attacker only monitors the wireless channel and the contents of any data packet will appear random to him. This means that the meaningful information in each observation is only the node ID and the observation time. We thus simplify the observation to (i, t). We also assume that the sensor network starts operation at time 0.
Note that in this paper, we assume that an adversary cannot compromise any sensor node. While this is true for some applications, there are also scenarios where the adversary is able to compromise a few sensor nodes in the field. Compromising sensor nodes certainly allows the adversary to identify the locations of the objects more effectively. However, dealing with compromised sensor nodes is beyond the scope of this paper, and we will seek solutions to this issue in the future.
A. The Attacker
Let Oi,T be the set of all observations made about node i by time T. Clearly, at time T, the knowledge that an attacker can obtain from eavesdropping the target network is OT U Oi,T iCI where I is the set of node IDs in the target network. The goal of the adversary is to identify a set ST C I of nodes that represent the set of possible locations for the objects sensed by the target network. This set indicates that the adversary believes that the objects being observed are close to some of the nodes in ST at time T. Informally, the attacker will not believe that a lone observation (i, t) indicates the presence of an object. The object should generate a trace, which is a set of observations over the lifetime of the network up to time T. More precisely, for each i C ST, there must exist a set Ai C OT that can be exactly generated by an object whose position at time T is in the signal range of node i. Let us call a set of observations a candidate trace if the set could have been generated by the detection of a real object, according to the adversary's perspective.
For the attacker to determine whether a set of observations is a candidate trace, we define a pattern analysis function
where OT is the set of all possible observations, i.e., OT {(i, t)}iG1,o<t<T. This function returns the identity of the location of the object at time T, if the set of observations is a candidate trace, and returns I otherwise. For simplicity, we assume that the pattern analysis does not return fractional values, e.g. a probabilistic measure of the chance that a trace is a candidate trace or not. We say that a pattern analysis function is perfect if it can identify all candidate traces without error, i.e. without false positives or false negatives. In this paper, we consider a strong adversary who uses a perfect pattern analysis function. Let fp be such perfect pattern analysis function. We have ST {i |Ai C OT, (i f (Ai)) 741} B. Measuring Privacy Privacy can be measured by the size of ST. We assume that the nodes in ST are equally likely to be the real objects. Let C be the number of real objects. The probability of any node in ST being a real object can be estimated by s-. Hence, we formally define the privacy of our system as the entropy
We can use this notion to define optimal privacy. Let ST represent the set of all possible locations for the real object at time T based on the set of all possible observations 6T, i.e.,
ST {i |Bi C OT, (i f=(Ai)) p4
For simplicity, we always assume that the real object can be anywhere in the deployment field at time T. We thus have SrT I. We then define set ST = I for optimal privacy, representing the case that Vi C I, 3Ai C OT st. (i fp(Ai)) 741. In other words, there is a subset of observations in OT (the set of observations made by the adversary by time T) that support the case for a real object in the range of any sensor i. Let N be the network size (N I ); we have
The level of location privacy is measured in terms of the number of bits. Depending on the users and applications, this can be easily modified to support different kinds of privacy measurement models. For example, we can define high, medium and low privacy levels using appropriate values of b.
We note that the level of privacy can change over time. Typically, the privacy would go lower if the attacker determines that a particular trace is no longer a candidate trace (decreasing ST without changing C). Somewhat surprisingly, however, the level of privacy can increase. For example, if one candidate trace splits into two candidate traces, then the level of privacy goes up because ST grows. The meaning of this depends on the application and the attacker model. For example, if the attacker seeks to physically destroy the object being observed with a missile (instant attack), then the privacy should be taken as the minimum at any time before T. In cases where the attacker must spend time to investigate candidate locations, then the average privacy over time is adequate. We provide a snapshot of the privacy at a given time, which can be used for either purpose.
C. Privacy and Communication Costs
In the following, we explore the relationship between the level of privacy and the amount of communication overhead.
Let XT be a random value that represents the number of observations generated for a real object by time T and let E(XT) = (T. This represents the number of packets generated Proof: Let ST s 1, ..., Si } be the candidate set identified by the adversary. We have b = 1g2 C and thus I = 2b x C.
For any si C ST, let Ai denote the corresponding candidate trace. Let A = Ul=lAi. We know that the communication cost at time T can be estimated by A . Note that the probability of an observation being included in another candidate trace is p.
We divide the sum of the number of observations from each trace by the average number of times each observation would be counted to obtain: pEXA(l -1)+ 2b x C (2b X C-1) xp+ CT U Theorem 1 shows the relation between privacy and cost. It tells us the minimum average communication overhead needed to achieve certain privacy. We call a privacy-preserving solution as an optimal solution if it can always achieve a given level of location privacy with the minimum communication cost given in Theorem 1.
Note that in applications where the defender only needs to make a few candidate traces in a large sensor network, p is usually very small and negligible. In this case, the communication overhead can be approximated by 2b X C X CT. That is, the overhead increases linearly with the number of candidate traces in the network.
We also note that to achieve a certain level of location privacy without increasing the number of traces, the defender can make p larger. In other words, the defender can have the candidate traces share as many observations as possible. This can be done, for example, by increasing the amount of time that dummy packets are queued at each sensor node. Similar to a technique from anonymous communications, some sensor nodes could wait for several (fake) packets to arrive and forward one instead of many of them. While this would increase p, it would impose larger latencies for data delivery.
To characterize this effect, we simplify our model to understand the effect of different policies on the costs and location privacy in the network. We model the communication in sensor networks as a discrete time system with a granularity of A. Specifically, the time line is divided into a number of time intervals with equal length of A. The Privacy in terms of number of bits (b) Fig. 1 . Relationship between privacy and communication cost. The communication cost is measured by cc = T, i.e., the ratio of total messages to messages due to real objects.
Lemma 1: The probability that an observation is included in a candidate trace is given by:
Proof: Given the assumption of a set of randomly chosen candidate traces, the probability that a candidate trace includes an observation of a given node at a given time interval is the same as the probability that a random Y C QT includes such observation, which can be estimated by O, . Since OI Ix , we have P A XT 
This tells us that the defender needs to make 'T, the average number of observations of real objects, as small as possible to save communication overhead. As a result, the only remaining way for the defender to save communication overhead is to have a large A. This, however, is undesirable in many cases since the latency of a real data report reaching the base station may become very large. In most applications, the traffic generated by a real object increases linearly with T. Hence, we can write 'T = a x T for some constant a. Thus, p = Ax'. As a result, p is often a constant value for a given network. Figure 1 shows the relationship between privacy and communication cost under a global eavesdropper for different values of p. When p is relatively low, increasing privacy requires significant increases in communication overheads.
Effectively, each observation belongs to only a few candidate traces, so there are fewer possible object locations unless many traces are generated. When p is higher, there are more possible locations per trace, and we see that less overhead is needed to provide increasing privacy.
V. PRIVACY-PRESERVING ROUTING TECHNIQUES
This section presents two techniques for privacy-preserving routing in sensor networks, a periodic collection method and a source simulation method. The periodic collection method achieves the optimal location privacy but can only be applied to applications that collect data at a low rate and do not have strict requirements on the data delivery latency. The source simulation method provides practical trade-offs between privacy, communication cost, and latency; it can be effectively applied to real-time applications.
In this paper, we assume that all communication between sensor nodes in the network is protected by pairwise keys so that the contents of all data packets appear random to the global eavesdropper. Many key pre-distribution protocols can be used for our purpose [2] , [4] , [7] . We also use the technique from [3] to randomize the ID of the destination node in every packet. This prevents the adversary from correlating different data packets to trace the real object.
A. Periodic Collection
As described in Section II, existing privacy-preserving techniques fail against a global eavesdropper. The primary reason is that the presence of a real object in the network will change the traffic pattern, and the global eavesdropper can easily pinpoint where the change happens. An intuitive solution to this problem is to make the network traffic patterns independent of the presence of real objects. To achieve this, our periodic collection method has every sensor node independently and periodically send packets at a reasonable frequency regardless of whether there is real data to send or not. Obviously, the traffic pattern will be independent from the behavior of real objects in the field.
To enable this, every sensor node has a timer which triggers an event every T seconds, as well as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue of size q for buffering received packets that carry real data reports. When an event is triggered by the timer, the node checks if it has any packet in its queue. If so, it dequeues the first packet, encrypts it with the pairwise key it shares with the next hop, and forwards it to that next node. Otherwise, it sends a dummy packet, with a random payload, that will not correctly authenticate at the next hop. Since every sensor node only accepts the packets that correctly authenticate, dummy packets do not enter the receiver's queue. When the queue at a sensor node is full, it will stop accepting new packets. 1) Privacy: The periodic collection method provides the optimal location privacy one can ever achieve in the network since the traffic pattern is entirely independent of the activity of real objects. We now present this argument more formally.
Theorem 2: The privacy achieved by the periodic collection method is b= 1og2 N Proof: Since the object can be anywhere in the field at time T, we know that for any i C I, there exists a candidate trace Ai c OT with fp(Ai) = i. Now, we consider a real object that can generate a candidate trace Ai. If such object is present in the field, it will also produce a set of observations A'. According to the definition of fp, we have fp(A') = i.
Since the traffic does not change no matter how the object behaves in the network, we know that A' C OT. This indicates that ST I. Hence, we have b = 1og2 CT= 1g2 N.
2) Energy consumption: It is generally believed that communication in sensor networks is much more expensive than computation [12] . For a privacy-preserving routing technique, its energy consumption can thus be measured by the additional communication overhead used for hiding the traffic carrying real data.
Since the network starts operation at time 0, the total number of data packets transmitted in the network can be estimated by TXN. Certainly, a small T indicates a large amount of additional traffic for our periodic collection method. This means that this method cannot handle real-time applications very well. However, we do believe that it is practical for applications where T can be set large enough for a reasonable amount of covering traffic.
We now estimate the minimum communication overhead needed to achieve the optimal privacy using Theorem 1. Assume that each real object generates one packet per T seconds. Let d be the average hop distance from the real object to the base station. The average communication overhead CT is at least dxT since for every real report that reaches the base station, there an average of d nodes are needed to forward packets for the report. According to Equation (1) for calculating the optimal overhead WT, since A = T and blog2(N), we have: which is the overall overhead of the periodic collection method as we discussed before. This shows that for a large network, the performance of periodic collection is very close to the optimal solution in terms of the communication overhead needed to achieve the optimal privacy.
3) Latency: Sensor networks can support a wide range of applications. Different applications may have different requirements that may affect the application of the periodic collection method in real-world scenarios. Example of these requirements include the latency of a real event being reported to the base station and the network lifetime.
Obviously, parameter T determines the lifetime of the network. Hence, it should be set judiciously. In general, an application that demands very low latency should set T to a low value. However, this would lead to high energy consumption as a large number of fake packets will also be generated. Hence, there is a trade off between energy consumption and latency depending on the value of T.
The queue size q is a factor which determines the number of real packets that a sensor node can buffer. This will affect how well the periodic collection method can handle the situation when the real events are generated frequently in the network. Increasing the value of q will allow the queuing of more real packets and thus will help the network in forwarding more information about real objects to the base station. In other words, the number of packets dropped during the travel to the base station can be reduced. However, we have to realize that having a large q may increase the average latency of a real packet reaching the base station. This occurs because a newly received packet that carries real data may need to wait for a long time before getting forwarded in case of a large queue. We give a detailed simulation study of the effects of different values for parameter q in Section VI.
B. Source Simulation
Though the periodic collection method provides the optimal location privacy, it consumes a substantial amount of energy for applications that have strict latency requirements. It is clearly not well-suited for real-time applications.
In the periodic collection method, every sensor node is a potential source node. To reduce energy consumption, we choose to reduce the number of potential sources in the network. In other words, we will trade off privacy with communication overhead. For this purpose, we propose to create multiple candidate traces in the network to hide the traffic generate by real objects. How to determine the number of candidate traces is usually application-dependent. In general, we expect that this number is much smaller than the size of I.
Creating candidate traces in the field is quite challenging in practice. The main problem lies in the difficulty of modeling the behavior of a real object in the field. A poorly-designed model will likely fail in providing privacy protection. For example, as shown in Figure 2 , the behavior of a panda is modeled inaccurately as a static object in the network. Therefore, the candidate traces are created at places {F1, F2, ..., F6} Each of these place will send virtual traffic to the base station, simulating a real panda.
However, the actual panda behavior may be quite different pandas. As shown in Figure 2 , the panda moves from Si to S4 along the path {S1, S2, S3, S4}. In this case, the traffic generated by the panda exhibits a sequential pattern from Si to S4. As a global eavesdropper, it can then quickly determine that the traffic generated from places {Fl, F2, ..., F6} is likely to be virtual, and the traffic generated from {S, ..., S4} is likely to be generated by a real panda. As a result, the adversary can easily tell that the panda is currently close to position S4. Fortunately, in most cases, an adversary will not have substantially more knowledge about the behavior of real objects than the defender. Even if the attacker learns about the object behavior over time, the defender will learn the same behavior and can broadcast occasional updates to the object movement model. Thus, it is often reasonable to assume that the adversary and the defender have similar knowledge about the behavior of real objects. We can then create more useful candidate traces in the field to hide real objects. Though it is challenging to model real objects, research on learning and modeling behavior of objects are quite active. We believe that it will not be a very difficult problem to obtain a reasonable behavior model for the object in the field. Modeling of objects is beyond the scope of this paper. 1) Protocol Description: In the source simulation approach, a set of virtual objects will be simulated in the field. Each of them will generate a traffic pattern similar to that of a real object. Figure 3 shows the idea of this approach. In this example, pandas move randomly in the field. Both the adversary and the defender have a model of this random movement pattern. After network deployment, each virtual object is treated like a real object, as sensors detect it and send the object's information to the base station. The protocol works in rounds. In the every round, the node simulating the fake panda will randomly pick a sensor node in its neighborhood (including itself) and ask this node to simulate the real panda in the next round. In this way, there will be multiple movement patterns similar to that of real pandas. In Figure 3 , there are three such virtual pandas simulating real pandas.
Source simulation then works as follows. Before deploy-I... p Fig. 3 . Simulating virtual objects in the field ment, we randomly select a set of L sensor nodes and pre-load each of them with a different token. Every token has a unique ID. These tokens will be passed around between sensor nodes to simulate the behavior of real objects. For convenience, we call the node holding a token the token node. We also assume that the profile for the behavior of real objects is available for us to create candidate traces. After deployment, every token node will emit a signal mimicking the signal used by real objects for event detection. This will trigger the event detection process in the local area and generate traffic as if a real event was detected. The token node will then determine who in its neighborhood (including itself) needs to simulate the next round of source simulation based on the profile for the behavior of real objects. The token will then be passed to the selected node. The delivery of such token between sensor nodes will be always protected by the pairwise key established between them.
Note that the simulation requests create additional messages that can help the attacker distinguish real objects from virtual ones. To protect against this, we require that nodes that detect the real object also send an extra message in the system each round. Alternatively, we can attach the requests to the messages to the base station, given that all messages would be received by neighbor nodes.
2) Privacy: Assume that the defender can build a model for the behavior of real objects that can always create a useful candidate trace in the network with probability P. In other words, any candidate trace created by the defender in the network will be considered as a valid candidate trace by the attacker with probability P. Let C be the number of real objects in the network. We can see that the set of candidate locations ST includes an average of C + L x P node IDs. As a result, the privacy provided by the source simulation approach can be estimated by
Since we assume that both the adversary and the defender have similar knowledge about the behavior of real objects, we
,o will usually have a value of P that is close to 1. In this case, b o1g2(l + c).
3) Energy consumption: Since there are L fake sources simulating the real objects in the network, the communication overhead will be increased by a factor of L+C. Similar to the C analysis from Section V-A.2, we use Theorem 1 to estimate the minimum average communication overhead needed to achieve the same location privacy as the source simulation approach under a global eavesdropper.
Note that the source simulation method can be effectively used for real-time applications with privacy protection requirements. We are often required to deliver sensor reports as fast as possible, so we assume that a sensor node will immediately forward the report whenever the channel is free. Hence, A is very small (A << T). According to Equation (1) method. Thus, the communication overhead involved in our source simulation approach is very close to the minimum overhead required to achieve the given level of location privacy. Further, it features optimal latencies. VI. SIMULATION MODEL In this section, we evaluate the performance of our techniques using simulation. We show the performance of the proposed privacy-preserving techniques in terms of energy consumption and latency, and compare our methods with the phantom single-path method [6] , a method that is effective only against local eavesdroppers.
In our simulation, we include 5,093 sensor nodes distributed randomly in a square field of 1000 x 1000 meters. Each sensor node can communicate with other sensor nodes in a radius of 50 meters, while an electronic tag attached to a panda can emit radio signals that can reach sensor nodes within 25 meters. We noticed that, on average, each sensor node has 40 neighbors. As a result, the presence of any panda will be detected by 10 sensor nodes on average. We assume that the base station is located at the center of this field.
The proposed techniques assume a routing protocol for sensor networks, though the choice of routing protocol does not affect our results. For simplicity, we adopt a simple widelyused routing method [3] . In this method, paths are constructed by a beacon packet from the base station. Each node, on receiving the beacon packet for the first time, sets the sender of such beacon packet as its parent. In this way, each node will likely select a parent that is closest to the base station.
For the purpose of simulation, we assume that the network application only needs to detect the locations of pandas and always wants to know the most recent locations. We thus have every sensor node drop a new packet if it has already queued a packet that was generated on the same event.
In our simulation, we assume that the adversary has deployed a network to monitor the traffic in the target network. Specifically, he is able to locate every sensor node in the target network and eavesdrop every packet this node delivers. Though the adversary may face engineering problems in developing methods to collect these observations from its network, we do not believe that this will be a very difficult issue to address. For simplicity, we assume the adversary can always reliably collect all the observations in the network.
We ran each simulation for 6,000 time intervals with T seconds for each time interval. We selected the initial locations for real pandas randomly. In the experiments, the tag attached to a real panda emits a signal, which will generate an event, for detection at a rate of one per lOx T seconds (10 time intervals). In addition, every panda moves from the current location (x, y) to a random location (x + a,, y + a2) every 10 x T seconds, where a1 and a2 are two random values uniformly selected between 0 and 60.
A. Periodic Collection
The analysis of Section V has already shown that the periodic collection method achieves the optimal location privacy. In addition, the communication overhead in the network remains constant and is independent of both the number of pandas and their patterns of movement. Hence, the focus of our simulation evaluation is on the latency and the packet drop rate when there are multiple pandas in the field. Figure 4 (a) shows the latency of packet delivery when there are multiple pandas in the field. We can see that as the number of pandas increases, the latency increases. This is due to nodes close to the base station receiving multiple reports at the same time, therefore requiring them to buffer packets. When the number of pandas grows too large, the buffered packets start being dropped due to the limited size of queue, while the latency of the packets that do arrive at the base station becomes stable after a certain point. When the queue size q decreases, packets traveling long distances have a high probability of getting dropped, making the latency of the packets that do arrive at the base station smaller. This can be seen by a drop in the latency for smaller values of q. Figure 4 (b) shows the percentage of the detected events received by the base station. We can see that the percentage of events received decreases when there are more pandas in the field. Increasing q will certainly increase the percentage of the events forwarded to the base station. However, after a certain point, having a larger q will not offer significant benefit in terms of the packet drop rate. For example, increasing the queue size from 5 to 20 does not help much in forwarding Figure 4 (a) that increase q will significantly increase the latency of packet delivery. This is undesirable in some cases. As a result, we believe that q should typically be configured as small as possible while still meeting the requirements of the event drop rate. Overall, the results in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b) give a guideline for configuring the queue size q to meet various requirements.
B. Source Simulation
According to the analysis in Section V, the location privacy achieved by source simulation is determined by the number of virtual sources simulated in the network. Thus, the focus of our simulation evaluation is on how much communication cost we have to pay to achieve a given level of location privacy. We use these results to illustrate the efficiency of this technique.
During the simulation, we assume that there is only one panda in the network. Multiple fake pandas are created and simulated in the field. The initial positions of the fake pandas are randomly selected. In addition, we assume that the sensor network is deployed to handle real-time applications. In other words, whenever a sensor node receives a packet, it will forward it to the next hop as soon as possible. We assume that in T seconds (one time interval), a sensor can process and forward at most one hundred packets from the queue, which is a hundred times faster than the processing speed of the periodic collection method. We set P to 1, which means that the defender and the adversary have the same knowledge about the pandas' behavior. Figure 5 shows the communication cost involved in our source simulation method to achieve a given level of privacy. We can see that the communication overhead increases as the privacy requirement increases. We also note that the communication overhead is very close to the performance of the optimal solution, which can be derived from Theorem 1. This further validates our analysis and shows that the source simulation method is effective and efficient for achieving privacy in realtime applications. This figure also includes the performance of other approaches for further comparison, which we explain below.
C. Comparison
We now compare the proposed approaches in this paper with previous privacy-preserving techniques-in particular, the phantom single-path routing technique [6] . We focus on location privacy and communication overhead in the following comparison. The simulation result is shown in Figure 5 . The performance of the phantom single-path routing is represented by a single point at the left-bottom corner of the figure, and the performance of the periodic collection method is represented by a single point on the right part of the figure.
In terms of privacy, we have already shown that none of the previous methods (including phantom single-path routing) can provide location privacy under the assumption of a global eavesdropper. In contrast, both of our methods provide location privacy against a global eavesdropper. The periodic collection method provides the highest level of privacy and is suitable for applications that collect data at a low rate and do not require real-time data delivery, while the source simulation method can support real-time applications with practical tradeoffs between privacy, communication overhead and latency.
We compare the communication overheads through simulation. Privacy in terms of number of bits (b) Fig. 5 . Communication cost (i.e., the ratio of total messages to messages due to real objects) needed to achieve a given level of privacy for different schemes.
reason is that the source simulation method is configured to support real-time applications with A T ' seconds, while 100 for the periodic collection, we have A= T seconds.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Prior work on location privacy in sensor networks had assumed that the attacker has only a local eavesdropping capability. This assumption is unrealistic given a well-funded, highlymotivated attacker. In this paper, we formalize the location privacy issues under the model of a global eavesdropper and show the minimum average communication overhead needed for achieving a given level of privacy. We also presented two techniques to provide privacy against a global eavesdropper. Analysis and simulation studies show that they can effectively and efficiently protect location privacy in sensor networks.
There are a number of directions that worth studying in the future. In particular, in this paper, we assume that the global eavesdropper will not compromise sensor nodes; he can only perform traffic analysis without looking at the content of the packet. However, in practice, the global eavesdropper may be able to compromise a few sensor nodes in the field and perform traffic analysis with additional knowledge from insiders. This presents interesting challenges for both of our approaches. In addition, we are also interested in the implementation of our methods on real sensor platforms and the experimental results from real sensor applications.
